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 The manner in which people dress has become an influential factor in today’s society; 

individuals use fashion as a way to differentiate or associate themselves with others. Mark Twain 

once stated, “Clothes make the man. Naked people have little or no influence on society.” This 

holds especially true in the modern world. Massive fashion corporations, through the use of mass 

media, have created a culture of fashion craze, a culture the French have been leading since the 

17th century. French women have been epitomized as the most fashionable in the world. It seems 

as if the whole world constantly scurries to discover their certain je ne sais quoi. However, as a 

fashion fanatic, I wondered if this perhaps exaggerated ideal applied to the female youth. I 

became perplexed as I thought about the possible differences of style between my high school 

and a French lycée. Consequently, I sought to accurately compare the fashion styles of females in 

a French community and in my hometown, Edmond, for my research project. Additionally, I 

hoped to compare products unique to each culture, such as boutiques and magazines, and 

investigate the extent of effects of media, tradition, and economic factors in both communities. 

Comparing Teenage Fashion

 To complete my research, I developed a survey which I administered at Edmond Santa Fe 

High School and at Lycée Leonardo de Vinci in Soissons. Part of the survey was aimed at 

deriving current trends popular with girls in both communities.  Furthermore, I sought to collect 

data on the average number of items, such as jeans, shoes, and skirts, owned by teenagers in both 

communities. 

 For the American portion of my project, English classes from each grade were chosen, 

and the surveys were given to every female in the class. From data collected, trends in which 

Edmond teenage girls are currently interested include combat boots, high-waisted bottoms, and 
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ombré. Although there was a wide-array of trends listed, these three are clearly the most popular. 

For the French segment of my project, core classes from each grade-level were chosen, and 

surveys were given to every female in the class. My results from the French survey differed since 

no clear distinction of one trend was made. Most students left this section of the survey blank or 

stated they followed whatever trend was “in.” Nevertheless, some interesting trends mentioned 

included jean jackets, heeled sneakers, and studded jackets. Interestingly, both groups mentioned 

“global” clothing, including native prints and vintage-style clothing as a trend. 

 Information gathered from a survey was only minimal in comparing immediate styles of 

adolescent girls. Simply observing and noting the major differences was more practical. In my 

high school, winter-style clothing was no longer in full effect, and traces of spring were 

becoming apparent. A majority of girls were still using the typical leggings, riding boots, and 

chunky scarf combination. However, floral and native prints started blooming on the warmer 

days.  For accessories, statement necklaces (usually from Francesca’s), Ray-Ban sunglasses, and 

Michael Kors watches seem to be the craze right now. In France winter was full-fledged, and 

consequently the clothing style was too. To my surprise, leggings were not widely used; however 

jeans, generally dark-wash, were incredibly popular. Every girl seemed to pair dark-wash jeans 

with ankle boots and a “trendy” jacket of some sort. Short winter coats and short puffer jackets 

were used by the majority of the girls; these coats were usually black, navy blue, or military 

green. For accessories, chunky scarves were common. Thinner scarves, most notably American 

flag scarves, were also popular. 

 Although many of the trends are similar, certain key differences between the adolescents 

stood out to me. From the survey, teenage girls in Soissons showed no specific preference to a 
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trend. However, the attire is incredibly uniform, and most girls seem to own the same style of 

clothing. In my high school a wide-array of styles are found; many girls dress completely 

different from each other. Another key difference was how consistent the Soissons girls are with 

their style. The ‘hipsters’ were always ‘hipsters,’ the more casually dressed were always more 

casually dressed. On the other hand, girls in my high school seem to wear every style out there. 

This certain disparity between daily styles is commonly found in my school, and it allows 

freedom in fashion-choices, a freedom the French adolescents did not seem to have. I believe the 

French girls did not have this freedom due to peer pressure, or community restrains; a 

preconceived idea of what everyone should continuously look like was present in Soissons. 

Furthermore, our French counterparts never seemed to have an off-day; they were never over or 

under-dressed. In my high school, however, teenagers use sportswear on more tiring days. Nike 

shorts and yoga pants are not a rare sight, especially the day of a major test. I did notice that 

many trends that are common in Soissons were found in Edmond during the colder months. On 

the contrary, styles such as sheer clothing, low-high skirts, and floral pants were not used in 

Soissons. Although I did see some of these styles in Soissons’s stores, I was unable to discern if 

there was an aversion to such styles, or if it was too cold and early to switch over into spring 

fashion. 

 Perhaps the most widely accepted fact regarding French fashion is about their fervent use 

of neutral colors. Taking this into consideration, I asked a question about most commonly used 

colors on my survey. The most commonly used colors by girls in Edmond Santa Fe are black, 

blue, and white/nude. The most commonly used colors by girls in Lyceé Leonardo de Vinci are 

black, blue, and brown. My results were not very different, and a preference to the same colors in 
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both cultures was shown. The use of black was slightly more common in Soissons and blue was 

common in both countries due to the popularity of navy blue. After running statistical tests on the 

results (tests I learned from my current AP Statistics course), I found that there was not a 

significant difference in color preference between both cultures. I concluded that the same colors 

are popular in both cultures. I believe that use of color is more apparent in the United States 

since teenagers use it abundantly; from observation, French use of color was many times limited 

to accessories.  

 Jeans are perhaps the most American item of clothing. Presently, jeans have become a 

fashion staple for teenagers in France; jean usage was less common among adults. After 

spending some time at the lycée, I was not surprised to see how little difference there was in the 

mean number of owned jeans between the two cultures. The mean number of jeans a female at 

my school owns is 8.95, while the mean for Lyceé Leonardo de Vinci is 8.25. Furthermore, I 

asked each student how many jeans she owned and how many she commonly used. This question 

came from the assumption that the French own less, and use clothing more repetitively. The 

average use/own rate for the Americans is 61.6% and 71.4% for the French. In conclusion, both 

groups seem to own about the same number of jeans; however, the French adolescents use their 

jeans more efficiently. 

 From the data I collected, I was able to see key differences in how much teenage girls 

from both communities own. (Statistical tests I used with this data include two-sample t-

distribution tests and two-proportion z tests.) There was a significant difference between the 

average number of shoes owned in each community. The mean average of shoes for American 

girls was 16.22 versus 11.08 in France. Due to the results from the statistical test, it is safe to 
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conclude that teenage American girls own more shoes than teenage French girls. During my stay 

in Soissons, I did not see girls wearing skirts. The mean number of skirts a girl owns in my 

school is 4.6 versus 2.8 in Soissons. From this data, I was able to conclude that American girls 

own more skirts and evidently wear them more frequently. This was interesting since recent 

articles proclaim Parisian women do not dress femininely.  From observation, it seems as if 

teenage French girls use pants more often than American girls. 

Companies, Stores and Boutiques

 March is an interesting month to compare fashion because stores in Edmond and in 

Soissons still had winter trends yet were filled with spring clothing and colors. As I visited stores 

and boutiques in Soissons, I was surprised to see how similar they were to those in the United 

States, because both groups had implemented similar spring styles. One major difference 

between stores is size; stores tend to be much smaller in Soissons. Chain-companies found all 

over France, for example Pimkie, were the size of a “small boutique” or local store in Edmond. 

Stores were probably smaller in Soissons since it only has a population of about 30,000. 

 In my survey, I asked about the students’ favorite and most frequented stores. Females in 

my school overwhelmingly chose Forever 21, making it the most popular store. Other prevalent 

stores include PacSun, Hollister, Target, Lucca, H&M, and Urban Outfitters. Both Forever 21 

and H&M sell similar styles of clothing. PacSun and Hollister sell clothing with a west-coast 

vibe while Urban Outfitter caters to the “hipster” and “trendy” youth. Lucca was the only 

boutique listed, and is only found in Oklahoma; all other stores are nationally or internationally 

recognized. Interestingly, multiple girls put local thrift shops as their most visited stores. 

Frequenting thrift shops has slowly become common; many girls buy high-wasted jeans to cut 
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into shorts or oversized sweaters from here. Although Urban Outfitters and H&M are were listed 

frequently, neither store is found in Oklahoma. 

 A majority of girls in my French lycée chose Pimkie as their favorite and most frequented 

store. Pimkie seems to be the French equivalent of Forever 21; both stores sell the same type of 

clothing (Pimkie sold much more  military green than Forever 21), both stores have the same 

price range, and both stores can be found  nation-wide respectively. Other popular stores include 

Mim, Camaïeu, Star mode, Sephora, Stocks Americains, and H&M. I was particularly interested 

going into Stocks Americains to see how the French typified American fashion. Stocks 

Americains consisted of mostly Guess apparel, Levi jeans, and Calvin Klein t-shirts; I had never 

heard of many of the other brands in the store. When touring Soissons, I was surprised to see a 

Sephora at a small town; Sephoras are basically the same in both countries. 

 Although the manner in which each group dresses slightly differs, clothing implemented 

by the stores in each community were fundamentally the same. Both groups chose H&M as 

frequented stores. This is interesting given that there are no H&Ms in Soissons and in Oklahoma. 

Such store gives an example of how same styles and preferences transgress countries and even 

continents. Shoe stores, such as Texto and Éram, were smaller scale versions of the American 

DSW or similar to Aldo shoes. The same styles of shoes were popular, but the French shoe stores 

did seem to have more flats or ballerines.  Captivatingly, I had never heard of many stores listed 

on the surveys though many are known throughout Europe (such as Camaïeu, Mim, and Pimkie). 

However, many French teenagers had heard of American stores such as Hollister and Urban 

Outfitters. This hints that American advertising may be more influential than that of the 

European chains. 
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 For large fashion corporations, the power of the brand name is perhaps the most 

important factor for success. In my survey, I asked what brands the girls preferred; this directly 

reflects the popularity or strength of certain brand names. The American teenagers chose Miss 

Me, Juicy Couture, and Michael Kors as their favorite brands. Dolce and Gabanna, Louis Vuitton 

and Chanel were each mentioned once. The French adolescents overwhelmingly chose Guess, an 

American brand, as their preferred brand. Other popular names included Temp des Cerises, 

Dolce and Gabanna, and Addidas. Chanel, Dior and Versace were mentioned more frequently.  

The American teenagers did show preferences for American brands while the French chose 

brands from multiple countries. During my stay, I found that people in France do not recognize 

many American fashion brands. The brands the teens recognized were Guess, Calvin Klein, 

Levi’s, and Ralph Lauren, more casual (non-haute couture) brands. French adults recognized 

slightly more brands such as Marc Jacobs and Donna Karen. Contrastingly, the Americans 

teenagers recognized more high fashion French brands, rather than their more casual brands; it 

appears that everyone recognizes Chanel, Louis Vuitton, and Dior. 

Advertising

 In both countries, advertisement for the fashion industry can affect a company’s profits 

significantly. Casual clothing stores use multiple platforms to advertise, including magazines and 

social media. High fashion companies, however, are more ‘elitist’ in their advertising ways. 

Although some high fashion American companies use common platforms to advertise, French 

haute couture companies are more elitist, only advertising through magazines and large 

billboards in the largest cities. This is probably due to the fact that most French houses are the 

oldest in the industry, having fully established the most recognized brand names. 
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Media 

 In recent years, the use of social media among teenagers has augmented significantly. 

Industries, including the fashion industry, have quickly adapted to this expansion and have 

implemented advertising through the social media. Although more accessible clothing stores use 

this form of advertisement, the high fashion industry has likewise benefited. “The proliferation 

of online fashion portals, live streaming and social media are bridging the gap between brands 

and consumers, making the rarefied world of high fashion more accessible than it has ever 

been” (Grinberg).  This bridging most commonly occurs when bloggers demonstrate the 

company’s products through various platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, and Pinterest.  

From my survey, I found that about 27% of American teenage girls follow trends through social 

media, versus 17% of French teenage girls. Girls in my high school listed various Instagram, 

Pinterest and Tumblr accounts they followed; several follow accounts with make-up and hair 

tutorials on YouTube. Our French counterparts do not follow trends online as actively. Only three 

girls responded with examples of the social media platform they use, and all three listed 

Facebook and YouTube. 

 The effects of media seem more influential in the United States. When asked which 

designer was the most admirable or who was the best fashion role-model, females in my school 

overwhelmingly chose current, famous figures. Miley Cyrus was the most popular fashion role-

model; other frequent names included Steve Madden, Kim Kardashian, and Taylor Swift. The 

only classic figures chosen were Twiggy, Chanel, and Audrey Hepburn, in which each was only 

mentioned once. The results from Soissons differed immensely. Most girls claimed to not have a 

fashion role-model. The most popular designer mentioned (the only other designer, Dior, was 
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only mentioned once) was Jean-Paul Gaultier. Gaultier was the creative director of Hermès and 

is well known for his different and extravagant designs. Social media truly is the gap between the 

elevated world of fashion and teens since many females felt a personal connection or link with 

the famous figures. 

Magazines

 As I opened my French Vogue magazine, I was not at all surprised to find French 

company advertisements in the whole beginning section of the magazine. I went twenty pages 

before I came across an American advertisement of some sort. However, I was amazed that the 

American vogue also started with French advertisements. These advertisements show the 

dominance the French couturiers have over the high fashion industry. The advertisements in each 

magazine were quite different. Vogue Paris had mostly French or European high fashion brand 

advertisements and some American advertisements, mostly found in the middle or the end of the 

magazine. The American Vogue had advertisements of high fashion European brands, but also 

had American brands and some rather ordinary brands. Advertisements for Gap, Target, and even 

Macy’s were found in Vogue. Hypothesizing the greater extent of American media, I went ahead 

and counted the number of pages of advertisements in each magazine. Sixty percent of the 

French magazine consisted of advertisements versus seventy percent of the American magazine. 

This once again hints that American advertising may be more influential.

 As I went through each magazine, I noticed that the exact same styles were displayed. 

Currently, both American and French magazines advertise black and white blocking, global 

prints, and neon colors. Therefore, I can conclude that the same styles are present each season in 

both communities. I came across some interesting articles in both magazines. In the French Elle, 
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I found an article introducing Michael Kors styles. This is thought-provoking since Michael Kors 

is currently the most successful American fashion company, and many French people had never 

heard of it. Additionally, I found an article on ‘French jewelry’ in Seventeen Magazine. The thick 

flamboyant jewelry consisted of poodles and Eiffel towers, an inaccurate representation of actual 

jewelry in France. Although the magazines consisted of slightly different advertisement 

variability and order, the fundamental styles found in the magazines are the same for both 

countries. 

Economics of Fashion

 The economic recession has had a profound impact on the fashion industry. Not only has 

it affect earnings of companies, the recession has changed style itself. In the Spring Fashion 

Show in 2009, amidst the recessions, designers “sent out looks that some described as 

‘Depression Chick’ inspired by the American worker. And designers didn’t go overboard with 

glitz; instead the buzz was about easy elegance.”  This embodies the “cautious optimism” that 

designers have embraced during the recession years. During these years, tough, warrior like 

styles and more seasonless styles have thrived (Critchell). Typical examples include the use of 

spikes, military green, and the increased use of leather. Changes in such styles were quickly 

brought about in New York, the sportswear capital of the world. Such changes were brought 

about slower in Paris, as many designers stayed true to the extravagant nature of their brands 

(Pugh). 
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 From observation, I was able to see how each culture continues to embrace these styles. 

In my high school, the popularity of combat boots and leather leggings has increased each season 

and more monochromatic outfits are common. This stays true to the tough, warrior like and 

seasonless styles. However I did notice girls at my school starting to embrace more prints, sheer 

fabric, and overall more relaxed styles. Adolescent girls in France seemed to likewise embrace 

such “depression chic” styles. The French seemed to embrace these styles more vividly, with 

spiked jackets, military style, tough boots, and sharper lines. The depression chic styles were in 

full effect in France. 

 This observation led to a heightened interest to see what community spends more on 

clothing and fashion in general. At first I sought to differentiate between the spending of workers 

and non-workers in each community. I abandoned this idea when I realized the small number of 

French teens that work, most likely due to their extended school hours. In the United States, 

however, there seems to be no significant difference in spending between the teens with jobs and 

those without jobs. From my survey, I found that on average teens in my community spend about 

$74 a month on fashion. Teens in Soissons spend an average of €70 (about $84); there seems to 

not be a statistically significant difference between spending in both communities. However, I 

would add that clothing, and general cost of living, costs more in France. Therefore $74 dollars 

could buy more than €70, depending on where one shops.  

Conclusion

 The fashion styles of the adolescent girls in both communities are carefully woven to 

create an overlapping of trends. Trends advertised by the media remain the same in both 

communities; however, the styles embraced are unique in each town. The French teenagers 
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imitate ‘trends’ that are popular with the American youth. The American youth strive to be 

‘Parisian chic.’ Each culture adapts the preconceived ideas of the other’s fashion and makes it 

their own. Ultimately, both cultures adopt the same styles, in different manners, each season. 

Media seems to have more effect on the American youth. Although influential in both 

communities, the styles found in Soissons seem to be a blend of traditional, preconceived ideas 

of fashion and of current trends. The style of Edmond teens seems to be derived purely from 

changes in media advertisement. Neither teens dress better than the other; they only dress in 

different ways. 
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